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Abstract: With the influence of digital technology in our daily lives continuously growing, we
investigate methods with the purpose of assessing the stability, sustainability, and design of systems
of token economies that include tokens and conventional currencies. Based on a chemical approach,
we model markets with a minimum number of variables and compare the transaction rates, stability,
and token design properties at different levels of tokenisation. The kinetic study reveals that in
certain conditions, if the price of a product contains both conventional money and tokens, one can
treat this combination as one composite currency. The dynamic behaviour of the analysed systems
is proven to be dynamically stable for the chosen models. Moreover, by applying the supply and
demand law to recalculate the prices of products, the necessity of previous knowledge of certain token
attributes—token divisibility and token–money exchange rates—emerges. The chemical framework,
along with the analytic methods that we propose, is flexible enough to be adjusted to a variety of
conditions and offer valuable information about economic systems.
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According to the United Nations, “digital technologies have advanced more rapidly
than any innovation in our history—reaching around 50 per cent of the developing world’s
population in only two decades and transforming societies [1]”. Digital technologies
(DTs) are also on the international list of priorities for a better recovery from the ongoing
pandemic [2].
DTs have permeated our daily lives and will continue to do so [3]. The business
world is essentially driven by digital transformation [4,5]. At the same time, large-scale
DT applications are being developed, for example, with the objective of embedding digitalisation in urban planning [6], with projects underway in major cities in Europe and
beyond [7,8]. In this context, subjects such as the trust of the public, security, and the
long-term sustainability of DTs are imperative to study and understand [9,10].
Blockchain technology is an example of a DT that has the potential to reshape and
redesign all social activities as pervasively as the invention of the internet [11]. As a mode of
decentralisation, among other things, blockchain technology and cryptocurrency are basic
technologies that businesses can make use of in the digital transformation process [12,13].
The notions of cryptocurrency and tokens are tightly linked. Cryptocurrencies are digital
tokens that exist within a specific cryptocurrency system [14]. Native tokens are used
to incentivise participants to run a network in the absence of a central authority [14].
Furthermore, tokens provide the means for utilising certain blockchain services [15] or can
be seen as a privately used type of currency [16].
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Blockchain technology can be used on smaller scales, such as in local communities,
allowing the creation of local cryptocurrencies and specifically tailored economic policies.
Coupled with the concept of behavioural incentives in the shape of tokens [17,18], cryptocurrencies and token economies can significantly empower local communities [19]. In
practice, there are more and more initiatives and startups that are incorporating incentive
tokens into their business models in a variety of ways [20–24].
There have been recent studies on the consequences of certain types of tokens being
incorporated into business models and networks, e.g., Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) in
startups [25,26] and on multi-sided platforms, such as Amazon, Uber, and Airbnb [27], or
ERC20-compatible tokens in token networks [28].
However, there is no study, to our knowledge, that has proposed a model based on
basic economic principles aimed in order to describe the transitions and stability of smalland medium-scale businesses that start to introduce tokens to incentivise the sale of certain
products (e.g., imperfect, recycled, and second-hand products or niche and luxury goods).
As blockchain technology becomes even more widely accessible, in addition to benefits
such as the autonomy of the system and the possibilities of trading with tokens, enterprises
rooted in local communities might want to introduce tokens in an already fully developed
business. This phenomenon would give rise to a multitude of hybrid economic systems
involving both conventional currencies (money) and tokens.
This paper proposes a new, chemical-inspired model of trading with multiple currencies, where the act of trading is modelled as a chemical reaction between molecules (the
product, the tokens). It also proposes investigative methods with the main aim of assessing
stability and sustainability and helping with the design of a token economy. A token
economy here refers to a system that includes tokens in addition to conventional currencies.
We offer analytical tools for comparing conventional market sales and transactions to
several degrees of token involvement in similar systems, thus highlighting the benefits and
downsides of tokenisation.
The approach of this analysis comes from the perspective of econophysics (or rather
econochemistry). Econophysics [29] aims to understand economic systems from the point
of view of statistical physics, complex systems, and network science, as well as to address
current challenges in economic systems, such as extreme events, cascading effects, and
financial instabilities [30]. While physics and economy/sociology have been intertwined
for decades [31], there is constant negotiation and compromise in modelling complex
systems displaying emergent behaviour [32] with deterministic physical/chemical models.
In this paper, we focus on the most important advantage of this approach: By restricting
the model to the minimum number of variables needed, the physical model facilitates an
analytical treatment and better understanding of some aspects of the economic system for
the purpose of prediction [33].
There are already many analogies between chemical processes and complex economic
systems—for example, the connection of chemical reactors [34] or coupled flare attractors
[35] with economics and finance. The present chemical model draws a direct equivalence
between ideal gases that chemically interact and products, money, and market transactions,
thus giving rise to chemical reaction equations that can exhibit oscillatory or chaotic
dynamics [36,37], making them a perfect tool for stability analysis [38,39]. Indeed, the
chemical reaction equations, based on a model of atomic-level interactions, allow for the
analysis of macroscopic variables, such as the behaviour of the concentration of a solution
over time and the stability of a system.
In this paper, we present three methods of analysis that provide important information
about economic systems. Both of the first two methods target the changes in reaction
rates and the variations in the concentrations of molecules. The third method is the
implementation of the demand and supply law, and it is complementary to the first two.
Three systems are constructed, modelled as chemical reaction mechanisms, and analysed
from different perspectives. The models themselves are general enough to illustrate
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fundamental differences in the token economy design and flexible enough to be extended
and tailored for more specific applications.
The justification for and detailed overview of the equivalence between chemical
reactions and market transactions is described in Section 2.1, followed by the presentation
of the chemical model in Section 2.2.
The first of the analytical methods is a kinetic study (described in Section 2.3). Kinetic
analysis relies on data about previous quantities being sold. It can be applied for planning
changes in preexisting systems, where it provides an overview of the time dependence of
the quantities involved. In this study, we show how the introduction of tokens alongside
conventional money can be treated as one composite currency under certain circumstances,
and that the result will have the same time profile as that of conventional currency.
The second method is stability analysis, which can be applied to the design of new and
more complex systems (described in Section 2.4), and the outcome provides information
on the stability of the system as a whole rather than the behaviour of the components of
the chemical reactions over time. It is a purely theoretical model, and hence, it does not
require any previous data. It reveals the behaviour of the designed system to be stable,
oscillatory, or unstable. Desirable behaviour for a new economic system can either be
stable or oscillatory around critical points (steady states). Any sign of instability can lead
to potentially chaotic behaviour and to unpredictable outcomes. In our particular cases,
the behaviour in the vicinity of the critical states is mainly stable, with only one case of
unstable equilibrium.
The third method proposed in this study (Section 2.5) is an economic approach for open
markets and, specifically, the recalculation of prices according to the law of demand and
supply. To be consistent, we discuss the steps and the outcomes referring to the chemical
models introduced previously. However, at its core, this method has little to do with the
chemical assumptions made in the first two techniques. Consequently, this third method
can supplement either of the previous ones. The novelty that this method provides is to
bring to light the ways that the architect of an economic system can regard the introduced
tokens: as one indivisible unit, as a second type of currency with an exchange rate between
the tokens and the conventional currency, or as a divisible standalone currency.
The results of this study are presented in Section 3, we provide some discussion
in Section 4, and our conclusions are presented in Section 5. The link to the git repository, including the scripts with which the figures were generated, can be found in the
Supplementary Materials.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Connection between Chemical Reactions and Market Transactions
At the micro level, a market is characterised by the exchange of services or goods,
usually for money. In a sense, an exchange happens when a buyer and a seller, endowed
with the right elements (goods and amounts of money), meet and interact, creating a
transaction. A chemical reaction is also an interaction between different molecules, resulting
in the creation of different molecules. We can thus draw a parallel between the market
transaction and the chemical transaction, where goods and money are molecules that react
together, turning into a new element that represents a successful transaction.
If we imagine two ideal gases, the “product gas” and the “money gas”, interacting in
a volume that represents the market, transactions are formed through collisions between
product and money molecules. Other chemical parameters find easy analogies with the
market as well: The reaction rate factors could be related to characteristics of individual
transactions—for example, the activation energy (E A ) might be proportional to the demand
for this particular product and the steric factor (ρ) to the individual customer decision to
buy.
The advantage of this approach is the ease with which new kinds of money can be
added to the market by simply modifying the equation specifying the reactions. However,
this approach abstracts away the individuality of the buyers and sellers, modelling only the
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overall availability of money and goods, and should be used with caution in cases where
this is important—for example, in cases where oligopolies can influence the market.
The chemical model captures small-scale market transactions (individuals exchanging
products for money) at an atomic level while allowing for large-scale aspects of the systems
to be analysed: price adjustments, the stability of the entire system, token attributes, etc.,
which are equivalent to measurable quantities, such as solution concentration. In this sense,
the chemical model is an accurate enough abstraction to allow for the analysis of certain
small-scale aspects of the market (the introduction of tokens in transactions) while, at the
same time, being a suitable enough model to capture some of the emerging larger-scale
system characteristics.
To be more specific, we model reactions between molecules of the following different
classes. The product class corresponds to actual products of different kinds, while molecules
of the money class correspond to circulating money, and thus represent overall demand for
the product. Molecules of the transaction class represent the materialisation of a transaction
that happens when a product element meets a money element.
At a microscopic level, reactions in a gas happen when different atoms/molecules
collide. By modelling market transactions as collisions, we abstract from the details of
how buyers meet customers in the market, assuming that these events will happen in a
uniformly random way. Thus, the model applies to markets that reach closure quickly
and where prices do not change or change too slowly to intervene in the course of a single
reaction. The price of all products is dictated by the coefficients of the different types of
products taking part in the reactions. Assuming that molecules are neither added nor
removed, after the reaction starts, the chemical reaction will stop when the reagents are
exhausted. Thus, given the initial state of the system, it is always possible to calculate a
final state. In reality, one can model more complex markets with changing prices and types
of products as a sequence of chemical reaction mechanisms. We are describing here the
model for one step in a chronology of events because the chemical reaction mechanisms
cannot be defined for variable coefficients.
In the following, we develop the formulas for reactions under the ideal gas law
assumption and in the collision theory framework. We indicate the reaction rate as
rrate = ρZ AB f , where ρ is the steric factor (that accounts for the orientation of the collisions), Z AB is the collision density (a function of the reactant concentrations), and f is the
fraction of molecules with enough energy to overcome the activation barrier (a function of
the activation energy of the reaction E A ).
2.2. Chemical Model
In the general description of the chemical model, we present three reaction mechanisms, with one of them describing a set of transactions using only conventional money
(referred to as RM1 where RM stands for reaction mechanism throughout the paper). The
second and third reaction mechanisms, RM2 and RM2s, involve an additional type of
currency, namely tokens.
The molecules in the reaction include the product (Z), which can, in turn, transform
into two different product molecules (X, Y)—for example, because of different qualities or
desirability. These latter molecules are exchanged on the market for one type of currency (A)
in the first reaction mechanism (RM1), and the exchange results in a transaction (T). Here, α
and β represent fractions of the product subgroups (being modelled as reaction coefficients),
while c and d are the coefficients of the currency type (always positive integers). Table 1
summarises the chemical species and a few examples of what they might represent.
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Table 1. Overview of the chemical molecules and examples of their possible interpretations.
Chem.
Elem.

Possible Interpretations

Z

Total amount of produce coming from a single supplier (e.g., vegetables),
Total amount of produced goods, e.g., clothing, furniture

X

Products not usually desired by most customers: imperfect products, e.g.,
tomatoes, used/not new goods, e.g., out-of-fashion clothing, second-hand
furniture, recycled paper goods, e.g., notebooks

Y

Niche or impactful products: organically sourced produce, traditional
products (e.g., clothing) supporting local businesses, environmentally
friendly building materials, renewable energy sources, low-power electronics

A

Conventional currency

B

Token(s) received for actions such as: consuming imperfect fruits and
vegetables, buying second-hand goods, donating food and goods to the
community, taking part in clean-up projects in nature, volunteering
activities that benefit the community, minimising one’s CO2 footprint

T

Market transactions

Equations (1)–(4) represent RM1:
k

Z−
→ αX + βY
k

1
→
T
X + cA −

k

2
Y + dA −
→
T

(1)
(2)
(3)

with k, k1 , and k2 being reaction rate constants. Multiplying Equation (2) by α, Equation (3)
by β, and summing up all the equations according to the law of conservation of mass, the
net reaction of RM1 is:
Z + (αc + βd) A → (α + β) T
(4)
For RM2, we start with the same premise (Equation (1)), but we introduce tokens (B).
The main difference is that if in RM1, the two types of products are sold independently,
RM2 binds the selling of product Y to X by introducing tokens (Equations (6) and (7)).
These are created in the process of buying X in order to incentivise either the selling of
these products or to increase the selling price for X (assuming f > c). The created token B
takes part as payment in the transaction involving product Y. If α < β, the tokens will run
out before all of product Y is sold. Therefore, we allow the option of purchasing Y in the
same way as in RM1 as well (Equation (8)).
k

Z−
→ αX + βY
k3

X+ fA −
→ B+T
k

4
Y + B + gA −
→
T

k5

Y + dA −
→T

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Multiplying Equations (6) and (7) by α and Equation (8) by (β − α) so that Y adds up
to β, the net reaction of RM2 becomes:
Z + [α( f + g − d) + βd] A → (α + β) T

(9)

A more restrictive chemical mechanism is considered as well (RM2s), in which the
second channel for selling product Y is removed, forcing Y to be sold only through a
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combination of conventional currency and tokens. RM2s is described exclusively by
Equations (5)–(7).
While Equation (1) is not necessary for the reaction mechanism, it helps to conceptualise the model in terms of tokenising and intertwining the prices for two sub-types of
products. In addition, Equation (1)represents a common product base for all three systems
(RM1, RM2, and RM2s), keeping the same fractions of products X and Y in the reactions
for comparison.
By comparing Equations (4) and (9), one can see how the total number of transactions
in both systems is the same. Moreover, if f + g − d = c, the amount of money (A) involved
in the chemical mechanisms is the same in RM1 and RM2.
The way in which the chemical reaction mechanisms are constructed allows for the
modelling of special cases, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

α = β: X and Y enter the reactions/market in exactly the same quantity.
f = c and g = d: The presence of the tokens in the reactions is superfluous.
g = 0: In the RM2s context, this means that product Y can be bought with tokens only.
This strategy can be used to reward loyal customers instead of introducing vouchers.
f > c and g < d: Tokens are fully integrated and play an active role in the pricing of
the products.
α > β: By starting with more of product X than Y, one may end up with a surplus of
tokens at the end of the reactions that will have to be transferred and accounted for in
the subsequent reaction mechanism.
α < β: One might run out of tokens in this step of the sequence of reaction mechanisms
simply because selling product X will not generate enough tokens to buy all of the Y
products. This is not an issue in RM2, but might become one in RM2s, where selling Y
is restricted to token involvement.
One can also imagine supplementing the reaction mechanisms with a way to buy X
only with tokens at later stages.

2.3. Kinetic Study
The kinetic study of a chemical reaction or of a chemical mechanism is the study of its
reaction rates. It establishes the variation over time of the concentrations of molecules based
on measurements and observational data. It offers a time profile for the components taking
part in transactions in a given time interval. A kinetic study offers important information
not just about the behaviour of new components, such as tokens, but also on how their
presence influences the speed or efficiency at which products are being sold.
In this section, we make the assumption that chemical reactions are not elementary
reactions (meaning that there is no direct correspondence between the order of reactions
and their stoichiometry/coefficient). While treating their analysis similarly, one can imagine
a scenario in which the product (X or Y) is in unlimited supply. Changing the quantity
(due to the fact that the described transactions happen in a market, a closed space, we take
the liberty of using “concentration” and “quantity” interchangeably throughout the paper)
of the product in this case has no effect on the rate of the reaction. However, the more
money there is available, the faster the transactions will happen.
If we use square brackets for concentration (e.g., [ A] is the concentration of molecule
A) and r x for the reaction rate (e.g., r2 is the reaction rate of Equation (2)), we can draw
some simple conclusions from the model. First, if the relationship between money and
the reaction rate is linear, the reaction rate will become first order with respect to [ A] and
zero order with respect to [ X ] or [Y ]: r2 = k[ X ]0 [ A]1 and r3 = k[Y ]0 [ A]1 , where the type of
notation r2 refers to the reaction rate of Equation (2). If, on the other hand, the demand for
the product is unlimited and the product is in short supply, only the product quantity will
have an effect on the reaction rate, and hence, the rate will become first order with respect
to [ X ] or [Y ] and zero order with respect to [ A]: r2 = k[ X ]1 [ A]0 and r3 = k [Y ]1 [ A]0 . All of
the reaction rates (including those for Equations (6)–(8)) can be found in Table 2. Reaction
rates can be of the second order with respect to the concentrations of certain components
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too, meaning that doubling the concentration of a component will quadruple the reaction
rate; while this situation is quite common, we do not discuss it in this paper.
Intuitively, the price of a product can be adjusted by changing the coefficients c and
d (the higher their value, the higher the price). In order for the reaction mechanism to be
stoichiometrically balanced, we need the coefficients to be constant throughout the reaction,
meaning that the price of the product has to remain constant. This scenario happens only
at market equilibrium, ensuring as well that there is no surplus and no storage of goods.
This is the reason for why we cannot supplement the rate equations with the demand
and supply equations until the reaction mechanism stops. The only decisive factors that
influence the reactions are the initial demand A(0) and the initial supply, X (0) and Y (0).
The way to supplement this analysis with the demand and supply equations is by
recalculating coefficients of the money and token components and starting another reaction
mechanism from the beginning (see Section 2.5); a sequence of such reaction mechanisms
can successfully mimic a flexible/open market.
Table 2. The expressions for the reaction rates in RM1 and RM2s for the two cases in which the
quantity of money is much larger than the quantity of products and vice versa.
Cases

[ A]  [ Z ]
[ Z ]  [ A]

Reaction Rates in
RM1—Equations (2) and (3)

Reaction Rates in
RM2s—Equations (6)–(8)

r2 = k 1 [ X ]1 [ A ]0
r 3 = k 2 [Y ] 1 [ A ] 0

r6 = k 3 [ X ]1 [ A ]0
r 7 = k 4 [Y ] 1 [ C ] 0
r 8 = k 5 [Y ] 1 [ A ] 0

r2 = k 1 [ X ]0 [ A ]1
r 3 = k 2 [Y ] 0 [ A ] 1

r6 = k 3 [ X ]0 [ A ]1
r 7 = k 4 [Y ] 0 [ C ] 1

By using the integrated rate law for first-order reactions, we solve for types of products
when [ A]  [ Z ] and for types of currency when [ Z ]  [ A] (see Table 2 for the rate equations
and Appendix A for the time derivatives). The reaction rates for each equation of RM1 are
of the first order.
For RM2 and RM2s, applying the integrated rate law has to be done separately for
each chemical mechanism. In the case of RM2, we determine that the tokens do not add
to the order of r7 . This happens because of the second reaction available to sell product
Y (Equation (8)). Whether the quantity of tokens is higher or lower will influence only
the rate-determinant step of the mechanism: A higher token quantity will make Equation
(8) the slow reaction and a lower token quantity will make Equation (7)the slow reaction.
With these assumptions in mind, the time evaluations of X (t), Y (t), and A(t) will not differ
from those of RM1.
In the case of RM2s, without the second equation to consume product Y, the token B
and the price of one unit of Y (dA) can be treated as one composite currency C. Varying
the quantity of money or tokens independently from each other in a closed market can
only slow reaction 7 down—if it effects it at all. Treating B + gA as a composite currency C
makes it easier to analyse the reaction rate.
In Figure 1, we show the differences in product types and currencies between the
RM1 and RM2s reaction mechanisms (with one currency and with the composite currency
C composed of both tokens and money). To illustrate the time dependence of the chemical species, the following assumptions and simplifications are considered: c = g = 1,
d = f = 2. Furthermore, we assume that k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 = k (for the justification of
these assumptions and their implications, see Appendix B).
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Figure 1. Time dependence of (a) X (t) and Y (t) for RM1 (left) calculated assuming the [ A]  [ Z ]
case, (b) A(t) for the one-currency mechanism in RM1 (middle), and (c) A(t), C (t) for RM2s (right),
calculated considering the [ Z ]  [ A] case. The composite currency C (t) has the same time profile as
that of the conventional currency A(t).

In Figure 1a, we compare the product consumption in the cases of RM1, RM2, and
RM2s. Due to the assumptions that we made (see Appendix B), the graphs for X (t) and
Y (t) coincide in all three cases. With different experimental data, once the reaction rate
constants are different or the reaction rates have different orders, the graphs will no longer
be identical. In our particular case, we can only highlight the difference between X (t) and
Y (t) due to the different initial quantities. Figure 1b shows the rate at which the money
quantity is consumed in transactions in RM1 (and RM2). As the reaction rate is of the first
order with respect to A, the quantity decreases exponentially in time. Figure 1c shows the
time dependence of both A(t) and the composite currency C (t). The time profiles are the
same, with the only difference being the initial quantities.
While the plots in Figure 1 and the assumptions made in this section are intuitive,
it is crucial from an economic point of view to show that the introduction of tokens in
different contexts (RM2 or RM2s) leads to very different impacts on the market: If tokens are
introduced as an alternative channel for selling certain products alongside a conventional
channel (in RM2, Equations (7) and (8) exist simultaneously), the way that the conventional
currency is used for transactions stays the same. In other words, the introduction of tokens
makes no difference in the way the system works, leaving the freedom to incentivise certain
types of behaviours without significantly altering an existing economic system.
On the other hand, picking a chemical/market system that is a bit more restrictive
(such as RM2s instead of RM2, where Equation (8) does not exist) forces the tokens to be
part of a new composite type of currency that, even though it has the same time dependence
(in this particular example) as the conventional one, is still an additional type of currency
circulating for a comparable number of transactions.
2.4. Stability Analysis
The dynamical analysis of chemical models allows for the prediction of oscillatory
behaviour. The linearisation in the vicinity of steady-state solutions of the nonlinear
ordinary differential equation (ODE) system describing the concentration variation of
chemical components over time gives a reliable indication of the behaviour of an entire
chemical mechanism. At this stage, we are interested not only in the time evolution
of individual chemical species, but in the stability of the entire chemical mechanism
constructed to describe a given market. This behaviour can be stable, oscillatory, or
unstable.
From an economic point of view, this method could be applied directly to open
markets (as long as the conditions for the coefficients are met), but the main restriction
against this is still that of chemical reactions, which do not include variable coefficients
during reactions. One can regard this issue in the same way as in the kinetic study: The
model will describe an open market as long as a sequence of reaction mechanisms captures
the general behaviour of the price oscillations and the quantity of products.
Assuming that the chemical reactions are elementary, meaning that the chemical
species react directly to form products in a single reaction step, we conduct the stability
analysis of the chemical mechanisms of RM1, RM2, and RM2s.
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While naturally occurring collisions involving more than two atoms/molecules are
extremely unlikely to happen, in our market model, one can assume that, due to the intent
of realising a transaction, this kind of collision happens naturally most of the time.
Table 3 presents the nonlinear first-order ODE systems derived from RM1, RM2s, and
RM2. We also show the equivalently scaled equation systems, which are much easier to
work with. The intermediate steps for obtaining the scaled equations from the original
ODE systems are described in Appendix C.
Table 3. The nonlinear first-order ODE systems derived from the chemical mechanisms and the
scaled versions of the same equations for the RM1, RM2, and RM2s reaction mechanisms.
Mec.

ODE System

Scaled ODE System
x 0 = z1/α − xac

RM1

d[ X ]
1/α − k [ X ][ A ]c
1
dt = k [ Z ]
d [Y ]
1/β
d
=
k
[
Z
]
−
k
2 [Y ][ A ]
dt
d[ A]
c
d
dt = − k 1 [ X ][ A ] − k 2 [Y ][ A ]

RM2s

RM2

y0 = z1/β − yad
a0 = − xac − yad

d[ X ]
1/α − k [ X ][ A ] f
3
dt = k [ Z ]
d [Y ]
1/β − k [Y ][ B ][ A ] g
=
k
[
Z
]
4
dt
d[ A]
f
g
dt = − k 3 [ X ][ A ] − k 4 [Y ][ B ][ A ]
d[ B]
f
g
dt = k 3 [ X ][ A ] − k 4 [Y ][ B ][ A ]
d[ X ]
1/α − k [ X ][ A ] f
3
dt = k [ Z ]
d [Y ]
1/β − k [Y ][ B ][ A ] g − k [Y ][ A ]d
=
k
[
Z
]
5
4
dt
d[ A]
f − k [Y ][ B ][ A ] g − k [Y ][ A ]d
=
−
k
[
X
][
A
]
3
5
4
dt
d[ B]
f − k [Y ][ B ][ A ] g
=
k
[
X
][
A
]
3
4
dt

x 0 = z1/α − xa f
y0 = z1/β − yba g
a0 = − xa f − yba g
b0 = xa f − yba g
x 0 = z1/α − xa f
y0

= z1/β − yba g − yad
a0 = − xa f − yba g − yad
b0 = xa f − yba g

In the ODE equation system, z can be considered to always be fixed, while any of
the rest of the components can be considered as either fixed or variable. From the market
point of view, fixing a component and varying others does not mean necessarily that the
transactions stop. It means that the fixed component varies much more slowly than the
others. For the variable components, it is also enough to oscillate slightly around their
usual values dictated by the reaction mechanism. For example, a fixed A can mean a
slight/temporary drop in customers (paying with conventional currency) for a certain
product.
Once the fixed components are established along with the variables, the steady-state
solution can be found. One can write the Jacobian of the system of equations and determine
the signs of the trace and determinant of the Jacobian or compute the characteristic equation.
The status of the steady states (critical points) can be stable, oscillatory, or unstable.
The general solutions of the ODEs from Table 3 can be found in Table A3. However,
the expressions of the solutions are too general for the purpose of this study (and for
solving some of the equation systems), and hence, some extra assumptions are made that
will allow us to visualise and discuss the nature of the solutions: α = 2 and β = 1, and
in addition, the coefficients c = g = 1 and d = f = 2. Along with the scaling of the
component values and the computations, see the Supplementary Materials.
We are interested in the real positive steady states of the ODE systems, as they are
the only ones that have a physical equivalence in the chemical reaction mechanism. The
concentrations of chemical components cannot drop below zero. In a physical market, the
only equivalent of negative quantities (of money) would be debt, but the chemical models
do not cover this particular case.
Table 4 summarises the (0, 0) and real positive steady states for certain variables along
with the conditions and the types of nodes that they represent. For the rest of the steady
states (real negative, real negative and positive, and imaginary) and the full list of initial
conditions, coefficient values, and intermediate steps used in the stability analysis, see
Appendix D.
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Table 4. Table of stability behaviours around real positive critical points. The columns are in the
following order: the reaction mechanism (Mec.), the fixed variables (Fix.), the variables of the ODEs
(Var.), the solutions of the ODEs (Sol.), the conditions for the solutions (Cond.), the signs for the trace
Tr(J), the determinant Det(J), and S( J ) = Tr ( J )2 − 4Det( J ) of the ODEs’ Jacobian, and the nature of
the critical point.
Mec.
RM2s

RM2

Fix.

Var.

Tr(J), Det(J), S(J)

Node

≤ 0, ∀ a, b ∈ <+

0, 0, 0
−, + , +
−, + , +

stable
stable
stable

V 0 ( a, b) ≤ 0, ∀ a, b ∈ <+

0, 0, 0
−, + , +
−, + , +
−, + , +
+, −, +

stable
stable
stable
stable
saddle

Sol.

X, Y
Y, A
A, B

A, B
X, B
X, Y

(0, 0)
(+,+)
(+,+)

X, Y
Y, A
X, A
A, B
A

A, B
X, B
Y, B
X, Y
X, Y, B

(0, 0)
(+,+)
(+,+)
(+,+)
(+,+,+)

Cond.
V 0 ( a, b)

z1/β ≥ xa f

Depending on the signs of the trace of the Jacobian Tr(J), the determinant of the
Jacobian Det(J), and the expression Tr ( J )2 − 4Det( J ), the steady state found can be a stable
node (the perturbations in the vicinity of the state monotonically decrease), a stable focus
(the perturbations oscillate as they decay), an unstable node (the perturbations increase
exponentially), an unstable focus (the perturbations spiral away), a saddle point (the
perturbations move away from the fixed point in certain directions and approach it in other
directions), or a Hopf bifurcation (the perturbations are in a sustained or stable oscillatory
state) [38].
For the systems with fixed X and Y (variable A and B) in RM2s, the steady state is (0,
0). It is an attractor only in the real positive regime and its Jacobian is zero. In this case,
more information is needed for the classification of the critical point (0, 0) in the positive
regime (see Figure 2a). In order to classify the (0, 0) critical point, we use the Lyapunov
function V ( a, b) = a2 + b2 . Considering that x = y = 1, f = 2, and g = 1,
dV
= 2aa0 + 2bb0 = 2a(− a2 − ba) + 2b( a2 − ba) = −2a( a2 + b2 ) ≤ 0, ∀ a, b ∈ <+
dt

(10)

and therefore, (0, 0) is a stable steady state.
Similarly, we use the Lyapunov function V ( a, b) = a2 + b2 with the same assumptions
for x, y, f , and g to determine the stability of the critical point (0, 0) in RM2 for fixed X
and Y:
dV
= 2aa0 + 2bb0 = 2a(−2a2 − ba) + 2b( a2 − ba) = −2a(2a2 + b2 ) ≤ 0, ∀ a, b ∈ <+ (11)
dt
and conclude that the critical point (0, 0) is a stable steady state.
Even though many of the systems have real negative, real mixed, or imaginary steady
states, this does not mean that in the real and positive regime, the systems are inconsistent
(see Table A4 in Appendix D). In the cases described in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 2,
we know that the economic systems will not show chaotic behaviour over time. This
certainty comes from the fact that the steady states of the chemical reaction mechanisms
are consistent and stable nodes (within the real positive regime).
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Figure 2. Directional fields for (a) RM2 and RM2s a, b variable (upper left), (b) x and b variable
(upper right), (c) y, b variable in RM2 (lower left), and (d) x, y variable (lower right). All of the plots
depict stable nodes.

The only saddle node in this study is the critical point of the ODE system of RM2,
with X, Y, and B being variable and A being fixed. A saddle critical point is in a state
of unstable equilibrium. From a market perspective, we consider a real positive saddle
node problematic due to the volatility of the economic situation, meaning that a point
could be reached from which the components no longer balance each other out and will
not reach an equilibrium. In this particular case, if the quantity Y and the number of
tokens decrease beyond the equilibrium point (see Figure 3, and for interactive 3D plots,
see the Supplementary Materials), a runaway situation occurs: The quantity of Y and B
will decrease rapidly and, as the money on the market is fixed, it is possible that X will
remain unconsumed/unsold.
It seems that for the assumptions made so far about the values of the coefficients (see
Appendix D), the divergent directional fields occur very close to zero for both the product
type Y and token quantity B (see Figure 3), meaning that if this situation occurs, it will
happen not long before the closure of the market. This observation holds for a variation of
component values, making this situation less likely to cause a very disruptive runaway
effect.
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Figure 3. Directional fields for the ODEs of RM2 with x, y, and b being variable and a being fixed.
The steady state is marked with a red sphere in the middle of the 3D plot. The region of interest is
the lower part of the surface where the stream lines are coming out of the sphere.

2.5. Coefficient Adjustments According to the Supply and Demand Laws
This investigative method applies to a sequence of closed markets in which the prices
are fixed just from one time step to another, with one time step being the equivalent of one
chemical reaction mechanism. Even though it is based on chemical mechanisms on a short
timescale, we are dealing with changes in the coefficients of the conventional currency and
token components (A and B) rather than the time variation of the concentrations/quantities
while the reactions take place. The equivalence in chemical terms of this longer-timescale
coefficient adjustment would be a series of chemical reaction mechanisms with the same
intermediate steps, but with slightly different conventional currency and token coefficients
according to the supply and demand laws:
dD
dS
dP
= D ( t ) − S ( t ),
= − P ( t ),
= P(t)
dt
dt
dt

(12)

with S(t) being the supply of a product at time t, D (t) being the demand, and P(t) being
the price.
In RM1, the supply is represented by Z (αX + βY), and the demand from money
participating in the reaction is (αa + βb) A. As long as the supplied quantity (Z) and the
money in the system balance each other out, only transactions come out of the reaction. In
this case, D (t) = S(t) and the price of the products stays constant.
To recalculate the price coefficients due to a product deficit λX in RM1 means, in
chemical terms, finding the new coefficient cnew , and in economic terms, recalculating the
new price of X at t1 : PX (t1 ). By rewriting Equation (12) for X:
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dP
= D (t) − S(t) ≡ PX (t1 ) − PX (t0 ) = DX (t0 ) − SX (t0 )
dt
and the new price for the entire X quantity becomes:

(13)

PX (t1 ) = PX (t0 ) + DX (t0 ) − SX (t0 )

(14)

PX (t1 ) = cαA + cλA = cA(α + λ)

(15)

so that cA(α + λ) is how much α transactions should cost, and hence, one transaction
should be cA(1 + λ/α), giving cnew = c(1 + λ/α).
The same method can be applied for a product surplus λX in RM1, which will result in
cnew = c(1 − λ/α), as well as for product Y taking part in any reaction mechanism. Table 5
shows the recalculated prices while following the same steps as above for coefficient
recalculation in the cases of product surplus and deficit for RM1.
Table 5. Table of recalculated prices of X and Y in RM1 for the cases of product deficit and surplus.
From the left to the right column, the table contains the product type, whether a surplus or a deficit
of it is considered, the difference in quantity considered (by adding or subtracting λX or λY), and
the newly calculated coefficient according to the difference in the product.
Product

Status

Difference

X
X
Y
Y

surplus
deficit
surplus
deficit

+λX
−λX
+λY
−λY

New Coefficient
cnew
cnew
dnew
dnew

= c(1 − λ/α)
= c(1 + λ/α)
= d(1 − λ/β)
= d(1 + λ/β)

Because in RM1, products X and Y are sold independently from each other, the
surplus/deficit of one product will only influence its own price and will not have an impact
on the price of the other product type. This is not the case for RM2 and RM2s. Calculating
the product deficit λY in RM2s gives:
PY (t1 ) = PY (t0 ) + DY (t0 ) − SY (t0 )

(16)

PY (t1 ) = PY (t0 ) + ( β + λ)Y − βY

(17)

PY (t1 ) = PY (t0 ) + λY

(18)

PX (t1 ) = β( B + gA) + λ( B + gA) = B( β + λ) + gA( β + λ)

(19)

The calculations of the new RM2s coefficient are shown here for simplicity. The steps
are similar for RM2 as well but with further ramifications.
According to these calculations, there should be gnew = g(1 + λ/β) and a new coefficient for B: 1 + λ/β. This raises several questions about the design of the tokens and the
system in general, and it forces certain decisions to be made prior to implementation. If the
tokens are thought and designed to have subdivisions, then the new coefficient calculations
of Equation (19) can be applied as they are. If the tokens are granted and used as a unit, the
second major point comes into play: the exchange rate between A and B. As the coefficient
of B has to remain 1, the λ/βB part of the price has to be incorporated into gnew .
There are two extremes at which the exchange rate between tokens and conventional
currency can be chosen: at every time step (before the new coefficients are calculated
according to the previous sales) or according to the price that Y would have had in RM1 in
only conventional money.
3. Results
In this paper, we propose tools for quantifying the stability and sustainability of
basic tokenised economic systems by describing three analytical methods inspired by
chemical reactions.
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3.1. The Kinetic Study
A kinetic study is based on non-elementary approximation in order to model closed
markets (when the price of products does not change for the analysed period). It is
especially recommended if there are data available about the quantities of products sold
and about the transactions in order to help calibrate the rates and rate constants of the
chemical reactions. There are two limit cases discussed, in which either the product is in
unlimited supply or the demand for the product is very high.
What we find is that the products and conventional money decrease exponentially
over time when there are no tokens present in the system (RM1).
Introducing tokens as an additional means for selling products while keeping the
conventional channels open as well (RM2) will not alter the profile of how the products
are sold. Lowering the number of tokens on the market will slow down the rate of the
chemical reaction involving tokens in comparison to a reaction that describes selling the
same product but with conventional money only. A larger number of tokens will speed up
the reaction describing the transactions involving tokens to the detriment of the reaction
involving only conventional money.
When the system is designed such that a product can only be sold with a combination
of conventional money and tokens (RM2s), the price of the product can be treated as a
composite currency, and its profile will decrease exponentially over time as well.
3.2. The Stability Analysis
A stability analysis is a dynamical model that reveals more general behaviour than
the kinetic study. However, because it is based on an elementary assumption, it is not
complementary to the kinetic study.
Analysing the directional fields around real positive fixed points reveals that for any
set of ODEs (RM1, RM2, RM2s), the steady states are stable nodes, except for one saddle
point. Ruling out any oscillatory or unstable behaviour for most of the cases, one can say
with confidence that small perturbations around the equilibrium states of the ODE systems
describing the chemical reactions will decrease monotonically. Even the runaway situation
of the unstable equilibrium case seems to take place quite close to zero for two out of three
components, making it unlikely to cause major disruptions.
3.3. Coefficient Adjustments
Adjusting coefficients according to the supply and demand law is a technique that is
complementary to the previous two methods, and is applied to a sequence of closed-market
instances. It consists of keeping the concentrations of the molecules constant while their
coefficients vary in order to symbolise price variations according to the surplus or deficit of
products.
Using the same chemical framework (even though applying this law has no connection
to chemistry) reveals how the chemical model itself incorporates several token characteristics. If there are no tokens involved and two separate products are sold independently
(RM1), the surplus or deficit of any product will have an impact only on its own price and
will not influence the price of the other product. For any other system involving tokens
(RM2 and RM2s), there are a series of token properties that have to be decided upon in
advance: Do the tokens have subdivisions or are they granted and used as an indivisible
unit? If they are used as a unit, how is the exchange rate between tokens and conventional
money going to be calculated?
4. Discussion
The results of the kinetic study draw attention to the fact that small variations in the
way an economic system is set up can have a significant impact on which product is sold
faster or slower. It is important to have a sense of how transactions and sales are impacted
when adding tokens in a practical sense in order to avoid business plans and expectations
not matching reality. This also points out how even though conventional money and tokens
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are different in nature, from an analytical point of view, they can be treated as a composite
currency under certain circumstances.
The key to introducing tokens successfully is a robust design of the token economy
model [40,41]. However, the literature on this topic is still scarce [42], and a stability
analysis from a chemical perspective has not been used in this context before. Even though
we can only show an example of one unstable equilibrium in this paper, the possibility for
purely unstable behaviour to surface when analysing different systems is not zero. Unstable
behaviour in this context could mean a rapid increase in the demand for a product, which
would increase its price unexpectedly, or could increase runaway inflation or the sudden
unavailability of money, tokens, or products. In our future work, we plan to study the
specific characteristics of systems that exhibit stable, oscillatory, or unstable behaviour and
to understand what this means in terms of the ways that tokens are introduced in these
systems. In the case of chaotic behaviour, control parameters can be identified [43,44], and
if it turns out that tokens do have this influence, they can be seen as a stabilising factor in
tokenised economic systems.
Applying the supply and demand laws to the chemical models with several degrees
of token involvement shows a series of decisions that the architect of a tokenised model has
to take into account. These decisions (divisible or unit tokens and token–money or token–
token exchange rates [45,46]) might be intuitive for experts in the field. However, careful
token design (and awareness of the token design space [47]) is crucial to the success of the
new system. When tokens are not obtained and used in the way that they are intended (a
weak design of token proofs can lead to individuals obtaining tokens illicitly), incentivising
potentially malicious behaviour or choosing the wrong community for launching the
tokenised systems can lead to a loss of trust in tokens (blockchain and digital technology)
in general [47] and may harm the community.
The basis for policymaking, token design, and regulation is a cohesive and comprehensive taxonomy of token properties, along with classification models. The token behaviour
that comes out of the chemical analysis environment, without any prior assumptions
of token design, touches directly upon properties such as fungibility [48] (identical or
non-identical tokens, interchangeability, and divisibility) and supply (fixed or unlimited
supply). This shows that the chemical model does reliably account for such details. On
the other hand, there are many more token properties that are relevant to the token design
process, such as transferability, regulation, expiry date, and privacy. Moreover, token design relies not only on token properties, but also on technical, economic, legal, and ethical
engineering [49]. In terms of policy, there are no unified guidelines for the token design
process. At this stage, there are only isolated projects implementing and experimenting
with token economies, and the rules of token design are made by trial and error. It is our
belief that a system such as the demand and supply law in chemical context has the ability
to standardise the need for establishing at least some of the token attributes.
In our future work, we intend to apply the stability tools described in this paper to
a case study. The aim of the project is to reintroduce waste into the market by tokenising
the system. We will explore the stability and the behaviour of a hybrid currency system in
order to reduce waste and build a circular economy in the context of sustainability.
As quantified units of value, tokens can define a broader sense of value than conventional money, such as the value of natural or cultural capital [50]. We intend to analyse the
ways in which tokens are obtained as incentives for the reintegration of waste and can be
exchanged for cultural or social tokens.
5. Conclusions
The chemical framework and analytical methods proposed in this paper have the
ability to deliver important information on short-term transaction profiles and the stability
of an entire system, and even to anticipate the necessity of thorough token design.
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By being a flexible and versatile model, it can be reduced or extended to fit the needs of
almost any particular economic system—within the limits of the ideal gas assumption—and
to capture its properties.
It is our belief that further research on this topic of chemical reaction mechanisms as
models for hybrid economic systems has the potential to revolutionise the assessment and
prediction of partially or fully tokenised markets. As one of the few methods existing today
for objectively assessing sustainability and offering clear indications on token design, this
chemical model could prove to be an invaluable framework for businesses interested in
making the transition towards adopting systems that can be run on the blockchain, using
cryptocurrency, and/or introducing tokens as incentives.
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Reaction mechanism 1
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Ordinary differential equation
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Appendix A. Integrated Rate Law
Notations in this appendix of the form A(t) mean the total amount of money at time t,
while A2 (t) means the amount of money at time t in reaction 2.
In the [ A]  [ Z ] case, applying the integrated rate law for r2 and r3 yields:
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X2 (t) = X2 (0)e−k1 t , Y3 (t) = Y3 (0)e−k2 t .

(A1)

For Figure 1a, we assume that X2 (0) = 6022 (10−20 moles) units and Y3 (0) = 9033
units. Applying the integrated rate law for r6 and r7 , we obtain:
X6 (t) = X6 (0)e−k3 t , Y7 (t) = Y7 (0)e−k4 t .

(A2)

With the assumption that X (0) = 6022 and Y (0) = Y7 (0) = 9033 units and using the
approximation k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 = k (see Appendix B), the time profiles for X6 and Y7 are
the same as those for X2 and Y3 .
In the [ Z ]  [ A] case, applying the integrated rate law for r2 and r3 yields:
A2 ( t ) = A2 (0) e − k 2 t , A3 ( t ) = A3 (0) e − k 3 t .

(A3)

Following the same logic as before, k1 = k2 = k. A2 (0) = X (0) as c = 1 and
A3 (0) = 2Y (0) as d = 2, leading to the main equation:
A(t) = ( A2 (0) + A3 (0))e−kt = A(0)e−kt

(A4)

where A(0) = 24, 088 units.
Applying the integrated rate law for r6 and r7 (RM2s) yields:
A(t) = A(0)e−kt , C (t) = C (0)e−kt

(A5)

where A(t) is calculated from Equations (6) and (7) and C (t) from Equation (7)as B +
gA → C. Considering stoichiometric balance and that C (t) = gA(t) + B(t), as long
as all of the reaction rate constants are equal, A(0) = A6 (0) = 2X (0) = 12044, while
C (0) = B(0) = 9033 units.
Appendix B. Experimental Assumptions
Generally, in chemistry, the reaction rate constants are determined experimentally. In
our case, all we can do is present a scenario plausible enough to allow us to calculate the
constants we need for a qualitative representation of X (t) and Y (t). The explanations and
assumptions are presented in Table A1.
Table A1. Experimental assumptions for [ X ] in the non-elementary framework, [ Z ]  [ A].
[X] (M)

[A] (M)

Rate (M/s)

10−20

10−20

10−23

2 × 10−20

10−20

10−23

10−20

2 × 10−20

2 × 10−23

Significance
104

units of product are sold for 104 units of currency
and the transaction speed in 10 units/s
doubling the produce concentration does not
affect the transaction speed
doubling the currency concentration
doubles the transaction speed

Knowing that k1 = rate/[ X ], one finds that in this particular example, k1 = 0.001. The
same thought process can be applied for Y (t), so it is realistic to assume that the reaction
rate constants for r2 , r3 , r6 , and r7 have the same value.
One can also reverse the thought process to illustrate the case in which there is much
more money present in the mechanism than products (see Table A2).
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Table A2. Experimental assumptions for [ X ] in the non-elementary framework, [ A]  [ Z ].
[X] (M)

[A] (M)

Rate (M/s)

10−20

10−20

10−23

2 × 10−20

10−20

2 × 10−23

10−20

2 × 10−20

10−23

Significance
104

units of product are sold for 104 units of currency
and the transaction speed in 10 units/s
doubling the produce concentration
doubles the transaction speed
doubling the currency concentration
does not affect the transaction speed

In this particular example, k1 = 0.001, and if the same experimental assumptions
apply for C as well, we can use the same value for k in all of the calculated rates in the
[ Z ]  [ A] framework.
Appendix C. Scaling Factors
Focusing on the RM2s reaction mechanism, even though this scaling mechanism is
applied to all the reaction mechanisms in Table 3, we introduce the scaling factors δ, η, ν, θ, ρ,
as well as the unitless time and concentration variables x, y, z, a, and b, such that:

[ X ] = δx, [Y ] = ηy, [ Z ] = ζz, [ A] = θa, [ B] = νb.

(A6)

The system of ODEs for RM2s (see Table 3) becomes:
δ

dx
= k(ζz)1/α − k3 δx (θa) f
dt

dy
= k(ζz)1/β − k4 ηyνb(θa) g
dt
da
θ
= −k3 δx (θa) f − k4 ηyνb(θa) g
dt
db
ν
= k3 δx (θa) f − k4 ηyνb(θa) g .
dt
Choosing the scaling factors such that
η

k3 δθ f −1 = k4 νηθ g−1 =

k3 δθ f
kζ 1/α
kζ 1/β
= k4 ηθ g =
= k3 θ f =
= k4 νθ g = 1
ν
δ
η

(A7)
(A8)
(A9)
(A10)

(A11)

and with the added notation dx/dt ≡ x 0 , one can obtain the scaled ODE equation system
for RM2s:
x 0 = z1/α − xa f

(A12)

y0 = z1/β − yba g

(A13)

a0 = − xa f − yba g

(A14)

0

f

g

b = xa − yba .

(A15)

Appendix D. General and Special ODE Solutions
Table A3 lists all of the cases considering the fixed components and the variables along
with their general solutions. No assumptions were made about any specific values of the
coefficients or the values of the fixed components. However, certain systems cannot be
solved without assumptions about coefficient values due to the fact that they set the degree
of the equations.
In Table A4, we show the rest of the ODE systems formed from the differential
equations describing RM1, RM2, and RM2s, including the assumptions that: α = 2, β = 1,
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c = g = 1, and d = f = 2. Here, we list only the sign and nature of the solutions (when
imaginary). However, the exact solutions can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
These are special cases that we either do not take into account because the critical points
are not real and positive or because the ODE systems have many or no solutions.
Table A3. Table of general solutions of the ODEs.
Nr.

Mec.

1

Fix.

Var.

Sol.


−idπβ+dβLog( x )+(c−d) Log(z)
cβ

iπβ− βLog( x )+ Log(z)
cβ



X

Y, A

Y

X, A

,e
e
 −idπα−dαLog(y)+(c−d)Log(z) iπα+αLog(y)− Log(z) 
(c−2d)α
(c−2d)α
e
,e

3

-

X, Y, A

solutions exist only for known powers of a

4
5

X, Y
X, A

A, B
Y, B

no sol.
many sol.

6

X, B

Y, A

Y, A

X, B

8

Y, B

X, A

9

A, B

X, Y

10
11
12

X
Y
A

Y, A, B
X, A, B
X, Y, B

13
14

B
-

X, Y, A
X, Y, A, B

X, Y
X, A

A, B
Y, B

17

X, B

Y, A

18

Y, A

X, B

19
20

Y, B
A, B

X, A
X, Y

solutions exist
 only for known
 powers of a

21
22
23

X
Y
A

Y, A, B
X, A, B
X, Y, B

solutions exist only for known powers of a
solutions
exist only
of a

 for known
 powers
ad− g z1/α
−
f
1/α
−
d
1/α
1/β
a z , −a
z
−z
, − z1/α −z1/β

24
25

B
-

X, Y, A
X, Y, A, B

2

7

15
16

RM1

RM2s

RM2


e

−igπβ− f βLog(b)+ gβLog( x )+( f − g) Log(z)
fβ



e

a− f z1/α ,

i f πα+ f αLog(b)+ f αLog(y)+( g− f ) Log(z)
gα



a− f z1/α ,

,e

a− g z1/α
y

,e

iπβ− βLog( x )+ Log(z)
fβ





−iπα−αLog(b)−αLog(y)+ Log(z)
gα

a− g z1/β
bc





no sol.
no sol.
no sol. (for α 6= β and ∀z ∈ <∗+ )
many sol. (for α = β)
no sol. (for ∀z ∈ <∗+ )
no sol.


no sol. 


d+ f − g
x
a−d a− f x + z1/β , aaf x−z1/β


√
xz
√
, −z/x
−
z+bx −z/x

− g 1/α
a− f z1/α , a yz
a− f z1/α ,

z1/β
ad + a g b

no sol. (for ∀z ∈ <∗+ )
no sol.

The critical points that are not exclusively real positive do not have physical equivalence in our case, but that does not mean that the directional fields in the real positive
regime are chaotic. On the contrary, not having a solution in the regime we are interested
in means that perturbations here will decay or amplify towards a critical point outside of
the domain of interest.
ODE systems can be consistent or inconsistent. They are consistent when they have
solutions (one, multiple, or an infinite number of solutions). Inconsistent ODE systems
have no solutions. They can also be dependent or independent, meaning that the graphs
are either superposed and have an infinity of points in common or they have different
slopes and they intersect once.
In Table A4, many of the ODE systems are classified as inconsistent and independent.
The directional fields of these systems are parallel with no point of intersection, meaning
that small perturbations will be carried throughout the field without decreasing, increasing,
or oscillation around any critical point. The ODE systems that are consistent and dependent
have their graphs superposed, intersecting each-other in an infinite number of critical
points. This means that the directional field shows identical graphs. Perturbations will
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travel along the common graph, impacting them in the same way and not being damped
or amplified along the way.
We consider all these cases to present no chaotic behaviour.
Table A4. Table of ODE classifications and solutions considering α = 2, β = 1, c = g = 1, and
d = f = 2.
Mec.

Fix.

Var.

Sol.

RM1

X
Y
-

Y, A
X, A
X, Y, A

(+, −)
(i, i), (i, i)
(+, +, −)

X, A
X, B
Y, B
X
Y
A

Y, B
Y, A
X, A
Y, A, B
X, A, B
X, Y, B

B

X, Y, A

many sol.
(i, i), (i, i)
(+, −)
many sol.
-

X, B
Y, B

Y, A
X, A

X
Y
A
B

Y, A, B
X, A, B
X, Y, B
X, Y, A

RM2s

RM2

(i, i), (i, i)
(i, i), (i, i)
(+/−, −), (+/−,
−)
(−, i, i), (−, i, i)
(−, i, i), (−, i, i)
(+, +, +)
-

Cond.

Comments

- z1/β = xa f

consistent, dependent

∀ x, a, z ∈ <∗+
∀ x, a, z ∈ <∗+
α=β
α 6= β
∀z ∈ <∗+

inconsistent, independent
inconsistent, independent
consistent, dependent
inconsistent, independent
inconsistent, independent

√
b2 y < a z
√
b2 y ≥ a z

inconsistent, independent
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